2017-10-23 Infra-WG Meeting

Date
23 Oct 2017

Agenda:

1. Status Updates
   - PDF, IDF, SDF efforts
   - LaaS and Dashboard integration
   - Infra documentation on RTD
     - https://gerrit.opnfv.org/gerrit/#/c/45089/
   - Hardware Resources
     - Long duration stress testing - INFRA-154
     - vPOD for container4nfv - INFRA-185
2. LaaS Hardware proposal to OPNFV board Ray Paik
3. Octopus PTL role as it relates to Infra WG
4. Review actions items

Action Items:

- Start etherpad on Zuul topic including links to upstream Fatih Degirmenci
- Create documentation about the job creation on stable branch Fatih Degirmenci, Trevor Bramwell
- Work with Lincoln Lavoie to get CI Pods displayed on labs.opnfv.org Trevor Bramwell
- Determine requirements for CI-PODs to ensure ZTE-POD2 meets them. Trevor Bramwell
- Update documents on CI POD requirements Trevor Bramwell
- Work on putting infrastructure documentation structure in place Trevor Bramwell
- Clean up securelab documentation structure in place Trevor Bramwell
- Clean up non-active Pharos committers Jack Morgan
- Pharos project needs to define hardware details to be included Jack Morgan
- Send email to Lab owners to request them to input lab information into dashboard Jack Morgan
- Infra WG needs to decide how to manage documentation - we have two proposals Fatih Degirmenci, Jack Morgan, Ulrich Kleber, Luke Hinds

Ongoing Items:

- Identify what can be moved from OPNFV Wiki Infra Space to RTD and what can stay on Wiki, Jack Morgan, Ulrich Kleber, Fatih Degirmenci
- Document how to control commit gating in CI evolution Fatih Degirmenci
- Document how to build an OPNFV Pharos lab Jack Morgan

v

1. AoB
   - David mentions the issue of dockers builds - who owns these for the release?
   - previously docker build have been created by projects
   - suggestion is to work through a proposal to solve this problem
   - next topic is creating a central logging service of upstream projects
   - issue is when debugging problems, it would helpful to have a central location to collecting logs

2. Status Updates
   - no updates on topics due to low attendance

3. Octopus PTL role
   - aing suggests roling SDF effort back into Infra WG / Pharos project

4. Review action items
   - clean up secure lab - still in progress, Trevor to clean up python code and fix issues on Ubuntu
   - for encryption tool doesn't work on Ubuntu
   - Mellanox has committed to donating NIC for this effort
     - https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/INF/Lab+as+a+Service
   - Ray mentions that hardware will be potentially hosted in UNH or CENGN labs but he is still discussing it
   - LaaS has three main use cases - 1) providing developer resources for community, 2) ONAP / OPNFV integration (driven through Auto project)
   - 3) LaaS supporting other Linux Foundation networking projects such as ODL
     - https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/INF/LaaS+scenarios
     - https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/INF/Lab+as+a+Service

Closed Actions:

- none
New Actions:

- none